While kernel support vector machines are powerful classification algorithms, their computational overhead can be significant, especially for large and high-dimensional data sets. A recent biomedical dataset, for instance, could take as long as 3 weeks to compute its RBF kernel matrix on a modern, single-processor workstation. In this paper, we develop methods for high-performance parallel computation of kernel matrices. There are two key components to a parallel implementation: distribution of the computation across nodes and communication to combine the results. To address the first, we employ a dimension-wise data partition that yields efficient computation and low communication overhead during the initial phase. This partition provides dramatic speedups on large and high-dimensional data, applies to a wide variety of kernel functions, and is an exact computation, producing the same kernel matrix as its sequential implementation. To address communication needs during the second phase, we introduce an approximation specific to the Gaussian RBF kernel that yields sparse partial kernel matrices and, thus, efficient communication. We analyze the approximation error of this method, demonstrating that it falls off exponentially with N , the parameter of the approximation. We also examine the positive definiteness of the approximation with respect to Mercer's condition and show that (a) in the limit of N our approximation becomes positive definite for any data set and (b) for a fixed data set, there exists a finite N yielding a positive definite kernel matrix. We also give a simple iterative method for selecting N to yield a positive definite kernel matrix on any fixed data set. In practice, we find that positive definiteness is achieved on all of the data sets we examine with very small N (2-5). Finally, we test the empirical performance of our two methods on a variety of large, real-world data sets, demonstrating large computational speedups with little or no impact on accuracy.
Introduction
Kernel support vector machines have gained prominence in recent years for their strong classification performance on a variety of linearly nonseparable and highdimensional data. Unfortunately, particularly large and high-dimensional data sets, such as often arise in biomedical applications, may require substantial effort simply to compute the kernel matrix itself. For example, computing a Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) kernel matrix for a recent drug design database could require weeks on a current, high-end workstation. In this paper, we develop methods for a high-performance parallel implementation of the kernel computation.
There are two key components to a parallel implementation: distribution of the computation across nodes and communication to combine the results. To address the first component, we employ a dimensionwise data partition that yields efficient computation and low communication overhead during the initial, distributed computation, phase. This partition applies to a wide variety of kernel functions (e.g., those that are scalar functions of inner products) and is an exact computation, producing the same kernel matrix that would be computed on a uniprocessor system.
Even with efficient distributed computation, however, the communication overhead incurred in combining the partial results is substantial and significantly detracts from theoretical peak performance. To address communication overhead during this second, result combination, phase of the computation, we introduce an approximation specific to the Gaussian RBF kernel that yields extremely sparse partial kernel matrices and, therefore, low bandwidth requirements. This method employs a series of N rectangles of width τ to approximate the RBF kernel function. We analyze the approximation error of this method, demonstrating that it falls off exponentially with N . We also examine this approximation with respect to Mercer's positive definiteness condition. First we demonstrate that, in the limit of N , our approximation converges to the true RBF kernel and, therefore, obeys Mercer's condition for any data set. Unfortunately, for fixed τ and finite N , the approximate kernel matrix may not be positive definite for some data sets. However, we show that for any fixed data set it is possible to choose N and τ so that the resulting approximate kernel matrix is positive definite. In practice, we employ a simple iterative procedure for selecting N for a specific data set, X, to yield a sparse, positive definite kernel matrix for that X. In practice, we find that positive definiteness is achieved on all of the data sets we examine with very small N (2-5), yielding extremely sparse matrices (fill factors of roughly 2%).
Finally, we examine the empirical performance of our two methods on a variety of large, real-world data sets including microarray data analysis, classification of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) neuroimaging data, and drug design. We find that our parallel implementation is able to achieve substantial speedups -up to 24 folds for the dimension-wise partition alone and 45 folds for the two approaches combined. With the two methods combined, the speedup is nearly linear in the number of processors dedicated to the computation up to 32 nodes in the cluster. Simultaneously, the approximate RBF kernel method produces small impact on classification accuracy -less than 1% in the cases we tested.
This paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we analyze the necessity for parallel computing for large datasets. Section 3 discusses related works for enhancing SVM performance. Section 4 presents the dimension-wise partition method. Section 5 introduces the kernel approximation method and proves for its positive definiteness. Performance tests are conducted in Sections 4 and 5. Comprehensive experiments are given in Section 6, where more tests are conducted by combining the dimension-wise partition and the kernel approximation method. We conclude the paper in Section 7. Some related mathematical derivations are given in the appendices.
The Need for Parallel Computing
Higher dimensional datasets usually require more data points. Data for text mining has high dimensionality [12] . Prediction for biological sequences using string kernels also involves computation of high dimensional data [16] . Fortunately, kernels for these structured data can be implemented efficiently and direct computing in the high dimensional space can be avoided.
However, for some datasets, kernel computation must be conducted by direct matrix operations in the input space. The thrombin dataset [25] , which was developed for the 2001 KDD cup, has 139,351 features and 2,543 data points. Computing an RBF kernel on this dataset requires a considerable amount of processing time. The CDK2 drug design dataset has 14,223 compounds, each of which has 35,926,557 descriptors [28] . This data set requires a few Tera bytes of memory space, which is beyond the capacity of most uniprocessor computers. However, training time is an even significant barrier. The time complexity of computing an RBF kernel matrix is O(m 2 n) [4] , where m is the number of data points and n is the dimension of input space. A computer with sufficient memory and the capacity of 4 GFlops per second, the common speed of today's high end computer, would need 21 days to compute the kernel matrix for this data set (details in Appendix 1). And it takes much longer if memory is not enough. Modern high density microarrays have dimensions of more than 60 million [20] . If a dataset generated by this type of microarray has a few thousand data points, using the data representation as used by Brown et al. [1] , then a few Tera bytes of space will be needed just for storage of the data. A uniprocessor computer would need a few weeks to compute the kernel matrix for this dataset (Appendix 1). Although the capacity of a uniprocessor computer may double in a few years to come, the kernel computing time will still be a matter of weeks. And the sizes of datasets are increasing constantly. Thus, even though the space requirement might be satisfied some time in the future by installing Tera byte memories in uniprocessor computers, the computing time is still inhibitive. Advanced feature selection can be used to reduce the dimension of the data and improve the training efficiency for some datasets. But the preprocessing in feature selection also takes considerable amount of time. In addition, direct use of the original features are preferred for some datasets. For instance, each element in a microarray represents a particular segment of sequence from the genomic data and is not intended to be replaced or mixed with any other element. For datasets whose dimensions can be reduced by feature selection, classification accuracy based on original features can be used as a reference for comparison with the feature selection approaches. Therefore, parallel computing is necessary for the improvement of computational performance for large and high dimensional data. A computer cluster of 512 nodes, with proper implementation of the algorithm, can reduce the training time for such large datasets roughly to a couple of hours, or less than an hour. Parallel computing can also use distributed memory in the system and satisfy larger space requirement.
Empirical results show that on a single computing node 85% to 98% of an SVM's training time is spent on computing its kernel matrix. This phenomenon has also been observed by other authors such as in [18] . Therefore, improving the computational performance of an SVM depends on enhancing its kernel computing efficiency.
Related Work
Kernel computation and quadratic programming for training an SVM take substantial amount of time. To make the quadratic search faster, Joachims invented SVM light [11] , which selects a smaller working set than the training set at each iteration and reduces the amount of computation. Similar strategies were used to achieve faster performance in quadratic programming to solve the SVMs [9] [13] [21] , while other authors have introduced different variants of SVMs, such as SMO [22] and SSVM [15] . To reduce space and time consumption, an approximate SVM, the RSVM was introduced [14] , which randomly selected a subset from the training set and trained on this reduced subset. The proximal SVM (PSVM) was introduced as an alternative to quadratic programming [7] , as it only depends on linear algebraic operations. Incremental training methods were proposed for PSVM to save space and to unlearn old data [8] , where only linear classifiers without kernels were considered. An incremental learning algorithm was suggested for high dimensional data, but for only for the linear SVM [5] . This training method for high dimensional data used linear algebraic manipulations based on the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula and is not applicable for nonlinear kernels. Leslie et al. [16] proposed an efficient implementation for their string kernels, which is, however, not applicable to general numerical data. Mahe et al. [18] introduced efficient algorithms for computing graph kernels, which are again, not suitable for general numerical data.
A parallel incremental learning algorithm was proposed for the linear PSVM [26] . A data parallel approach was proposed for Guassian process regression using local learning method [2] . But the parallelism achieved in computing the compactly supported covariance function is based on the assumption that training data can be clustered into disjoint and spatially localized subsets. In practice, when this assumption is not met, a kernel matrix cannot be efficiently computed because each computing node needs to access data from all other nodes. A parallel mixture of SVMs was implemented and performance was improved on large data sets [3] . However, this work focused on reducing the impact of large number of training examples on computational efficiency (similar to RSVM [14] ). It did not study the effect of high dimensionality and did not yield a unified kernel matrix over all training data. It is also noted that most related works use linear SVMs and avoid kernels for large and high dimensional data sets due to the cost of kernel computation. And parallel computation has only been implemented for linear PSVM without kernels [26] because of the difficulty in parallel implementation for kernel computation.
To parallelize the computation of a nonlinear kernel, we employ the dimension-wise partition to distribute the calculation across computing nodes with minimum data access overhead. To further improve parallel performance, we minimize communication cost by introducing a novel kernel approximation method. Our parallel algorithms are analyzed and proved theoretically, and tested for large data sets on a computer cluster.
The Dimension-wise Partition for Parallel
Kernel Computation In this section, we present the dimension-wise partition for parallel computation of RBF kernel matrices.
Kernel based support vector machines
For the sake of notation, we first briefly summarize the optimization problem and the classifier function of a kernel based SVM. The nonlinear support vector machine can be formulated as follows,
where X ∈ R m×n is the training data matrix, m is the number of data points in the training set and n is the dimension of input space [19] . We use X i to denote the i th row of matrix X, representing the i th data point. D ∈ R m×m is the diagonal label matrix, D ii = 1(−1), if the label at the i th data point is 1(−1). u ∈ R m and γ ∈ R are to be solved. ν is a weighting parameter for the separation error vector y ∈ R m . e ∈ R m is a vector of all ones. K = K(X, X T ) ∈ R m×m is the kernel matrix between X and X T . The optimization problem of (4.1) is generally solved through quadratic programming. When it is solved, the classifier function for an input data point x is,
where the nonzero α i determine the support vectors. PSVM, on the other hand, solves (4.3) below, a variant optimization problem of (4.1) using linear algebra operations only and obtains equivalent quality on training and generalization [7] .
And its classifier function is,
We implement the PSVM in this paper. But the kernel computation methods are equally applicable to other forms of SVMs.
The dimension-wise partition
We formulate the dimension-wise partition method using the RBF kernel. In the RBF kernel family, a kernel function of two vectors x and x only depends on the distance between them, and is of the form,
A commonly used kernel function is the Gaussian kernel. The i th row and j th column entry in a Gaussian kernel matrix is evaluated as,
We use r = x − x to denote the Euclidian distance between vectors x and x , and write the kernel function
2 . One common transform used for the calculation of (4.5) is to use the identity of exp
. However, this formula does not eliminate the cross evaluation between the vectors x and x and still has O(m 2 n) complexity. Parallel computation of a kernel matrix involves two major parts: simultaneous calculation on all nodes and communication to combine the intermediate output into the final result. One way to compute the kernel matrix in parallel is to partition the data row-wise such that each computing node is assigned a subset of the training data. However, this row-wise partition has serious problems. First, communication cost is too high, as computing each element in the kernel matrix on a node requires data from all other nodes. Second, when combining the partial matrices to obtain the final kernel matrix, the computation is complicated and the time complexity increases. Therefore, the row-wise partition does not improve computational performance and only deteriorates performance. In fact any partitioning involving divisions among the rows has this problem of accessing data across nodes and has high communication overhead. Therefore, dividing the data matrix into blocks also results in low performance.
When m and n are substantially different, linear SVM can take advantage of exchanging rows and columns by using the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula [5] . However, this technique is not applicable for SVMs with nonlinear kernels [14] .
In the following, we show how to efficiently partition the data for parallel kernel computing and how to further reduce communication cost. Specifically, we propose the dimension-wise partition and show that it indeed speeds up computation. Communication performance is dealt with in Section 5.
Parallel calculation of the kernel function between vector X i and X j using dimension-wise partition can be formulated as follows. We partition the data matrix X in the following way:
Each partition X k is of dimension m × l, where l = n/p and p is the total number of processing nodes in the computing system. We assume l is an integer. The i
where N k ij is the partial squared distance computed on the k th computing node,
Then the kernel function can be rewritten as,
where
is the element computed by node k and the multiplication is element by element (the Schur product). We can express the kernel matrix as,
Thus, node j computes a partial kernel matrix K (j) based on its partition of the data without accessing data from other nodes, and a coordinator node combines these partial kernel matrices by multiplying them together to obtain the Schur product.
For an m × m kernel matrix, the partial matrices are also of dimension m × m. sending these partial kernel matrices for combining is proportional to their sizes. If we neglect the startup cost, then the communication cost is approximately T comm = ηm 2 , where η is a coefficient. Therefore the speedup can be represented by,
If n is large and the communication cost is small, the speedup is close to linear in p, the number of computing nodes. Thus, dimension-wise partition can approximately achieve linear speedup. It is especially effective for high dimensional datasets and computing systems with fast interconnections.
Figures 1 shows the experimental results with the dementia fMRI dataset [6] and the thrombin dataset [25] on a cluster of 65 nodes. The dementia dataset contains m = 2, 500 data points and has a dimension of n = 65, 536. The purpose of this dataset is to classify a patient as demented or normal based on the patient's fMRI images. The task of the thrombin dataset is to classify a chemical compound into the active class or the inactive class. Figure 1 computing nodes increases. This decrease of speedup is because of the communication cost incurred during the process of combining the partial kernel matrices in (4.10). If communication cost is not reduced, the speedup will be saturated at some point. Since the thrombin dataset has larger dimension, it achieves more speedup when the cluster has more than 24 nodes. This is because the thrombin dataset has a larger computing task and each node is assigned larger load to compute and simultaneous calculation increased the speedup. In this case, computing cost dominates the overall performance. On the other hand, the computing task is relatively small for the fMRI dataset, and the communication cost becomes more evident and its speedup is decreased. The communication cost for transferring the partial kernel matrices is proportional to their sizes. We use an approximation method in calculating the RBF kernel function, which makes the partial kernel matrices sparse. We then only need to send the nonzero elements by using sparse matrix technology. In the next section, we investigate the approximation method.
RBF
Kernel Approximation for Communication Cost Reduction In this section we introduce an approximation method for RBF kernel calculation and use it to improve communication performance.
5.1 RBF kernel approximation using rectangle functions We first show an RBF kernel can be approximated by an infinite series of rectangle functions and then truncate the series for implementation to obtain sparse matrices. We can approximate an RBF kernel function k(r) by a series of rectangle functions,
Copyright © by SIAM. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited where τ > 0 is the width of the rectangles, a(r − jτ ) is the shifted rectangle function of a(r) [10] , and k(jτ ) is the value of k(r) evaluated at points of r = jτ , j ∈ Z. The solid rectangles in Figure 2 denote the shifted rectangle functions.
According to the Mercer's theorem (finite case), if a symmetric function k(x, x ) satisfies the following positive definiteness condition, then it is a legitimate kernel function for SVM [24] ,
where k : χ × χ → R is any symmetric function and is square integrable in χ × χ. For an RBF kernel, Mercer's condition can be expressed through its Fourier transform as,
wherek(ω) is the Fourier transform of k(r), andf (ω) is the Fourier transform of f (x), and n is the dimension of x ∈ χ (details in Appendix 2). For k(r) to satisfy (5.14), we need
A Gaussian kernel, for instance, has a Fourier transform in the form of Gaussian function [10] , whose value is nonnegative in frequency domain, therefore satisfying Mercer's condition (5.15). The Fourier transform of the rectangle function a(r) isã(ω) = τ sinc( τ ω 2 ) and has negative values for ω ∈ (−∞, ∞) [10] . Therefore a single rectangle function as the approximation of an RBF function does not satisfy Mercer's condition. However, the sum of an infinite series of weighted rectangle functions, as in (5.12), satisfies the Mercer's condition when τ is infinitely small, as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Given a positive definite kernel k(r), the approximate kernelk(r) in (5.12) is also positive definite when τ → 0.
Proof: We first take the Fourier transform ofk(r) in (5.12) as follows.
where F{·} is the Fourier transform operator, and i = √ −1. We then find the limit of the Fourier transform of (5.16), when τ approaches zero as follows.
= F{k(r)} =k(ω).
In evaluating the above limit, we use the fact that lim x→0 sinc(x) = 1, and lim τ →0 jτ = r. Thus, (5.17) indicates that if an RBF kernel function satisfies Mercer's condition,k(ω) ≥ 0, ∀ω ∈ χ, then the limit of the Fourier transform of its approximation also satisfies the Mercer's condition.
To use (5.12) to approximate the RBF kernel function, we truncate the series and use a fixed value for τ . Equation (5.12) becomes,
Since the value of the approximate kernel function in (5.18) is zero for |r| > N τ , the kernel matrix contains many zeros. For a given dataset X, we can pick τ and N so that the approximate kernel matrix is positive definite, as shown in the following theorem. Proof : We note that the Gaussian RBF kernel is purely a function of the Euclidean distances between data points in the input space. Since the distance is nonnegative, we ignore the rectangles positioned to the left of the origin in Figure 2 . Let D = {d 1 , d 2 , . . . , d m 2 } be the set of all distances derived from data set X. Our problem now reduces to showing that we can construct a set of rectangles by choosing τ and N , such that every d i falls precisely at the midpoint of one rectangle where the height of the rectangle equals the value of the kernel function. On any real computer, all d i must be of finite precision, i.e., be rational. There exists some integer q > 0, such that qD = {qd 1 , . . . , qd m 2 } are all nonnegative integers. Then let α = GCD({qd i : qd i = 0}) be the greatest common divisor of the nonzero elements of the scaled, integral distances. Now every qd i can be written as b i α for some integer b i . We choose τ = α/q and N = max i {b i } + 1. Then every d i falls at the midpoint of some rectangle function, andk(d i ) = k(d i ) for all i. Thus, the approximation error is zero and the approximate kernel matrix is positive definite.
In practice, of course, this choice of τ and N is hardly a useful approximation -the resulting kernel matrix will be the same (and just as dense) as the exact kernel matrix. Theorem 5.2, however, establishes the existence of finite approximations to the kernel function that are positive definite for fixed data sets. For any given data set, then, our task is to find a sparse positive definite approximation to the kernel function. We address this question in Section 5.2.
We next show the error bounds in frequency domain and in the distance domain when the series is truncated. Proof : We combine the conjugate terms in (5.16) and obtain,
If we only take the first N terms in the summation in (5.19), we get the Fourier transform of (5.18),
The error generated by the series truncation is the difference between (5.19) and (5.20) ,
where D is bounded as, 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 2 > 1. Therefore e(ω) is bounded by,
The total squared error in the frequency domain is,
In calculating the integral of (5.24), we used the fact that
The actual error bound is tighter than that given in (5.24) because the geometric series used in (5.22) is a loose bound. Equation (5.24) shows that the total squared error in frequency domain decreases exponentially with N , the number of rectangles used in the approximation.
To evaluate the error bounds in the distance do- main, we show the total absolute error sae(N ) as below.
The derivation of sae(N ) in (5.25) is given in Appendix 3. The behavior and performance of the approximate kernel is discussed next.
5.2 Sparseness of the approximate kernel matrix Before applying the kernel approximation method into parallel computing, we first investigate some properties of the approximate kernel. We study the relationship between the approximation parameters and the fill factors (the proportion of nonzero elements in a matrix) of the approximate kernel matrix. We show that high classification accuracies can be achieved with very small fill factors. We also describe our tuning procedure and analyze the communication reduction of the approximate kernel. 
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Since the value of the approximate kernel in (5.18) is zero for r > N τ , the kernel matrix becomes sparse. Figure 3 shows how the fill factor changes with the rectangle width τ and the number of rectangles N . In Figure 3(a) , we let the number of rectangles change from 1 to 19 for the ionosphere dataset [27] , and observe the changes of the fill factor with different rectangle widths. In Figure 3(b) , we investigate similarly on the thrombin dataset. It can be seen that the fill factor increases with larger τ and larger N . But the relationships are not always linear. High classification accuracies can be achieved even for small τ and N . We therefore prefer lower fill factors. Very small fill factors may cause the kernel matrix to become non-positive definite. This situation can be detected when the matrix inversion operation used for solving the PSVM does not go through, or the Cholesky decomposition used for solving the PSVM encounters negative operand for the square root operation. Table 1 shows the behavior of the approximate kernels for the five datasets. In Table 1 , mushroom and HD (heart disease, also referred to as Cleveland heart) are datasets from the UCI machine learning repository [27] . Mushroom and HD are small datasets. We use them here to show the approximation accuracies. TIS (translation initiation site, based on biological sequences), OC (ovarian cancer, microarray data) are the same as in [5] . TIS, OC and thrombin [25] are large datasets and are time consuming in training. They can be sped up via our parallel computing algorithms. As shown in the table , the fill factors can be quite low while high cross validation accuracies are maintained.
Our procedure for setting the approximation parameters is summarized in Algorithm 1. First, we choose τ to be a fraction of σ. For the three datasets in Table 1 , we set τ = 0.2σ. Then starting with N 0 = 2, we increase N until the solution to the PSVM succeeds. If nothing goes wrong in the process of solving the PSVM, we obtain the smallest possible N . If the matrix inversion or the Cholesky decomposition when solving the PSVM does not go through, then increase N .
The reduction in communication cost by the kernel approximation method can be analyzed in the following. If we neglect the startup overhead of a data transfer, the communication cost is proportional the data size. The approximate kernel's reduction of communication time from the exact kernel can roughly be formulated as, β comm = φw 1 /w 2 , where w 1 is the width of one encoded element of the sparse kernel matrix and w 2 is the element width of the exact kernel matrix, which for double precision data type is 8. By using proper encoding, e.g., differential encoding for matrix indices, w 1 is close to w 2 and β comm is close to the fill factor φ given in Table 1 . Therefore, the communication cost of the approximate kernel matrix is only a small percentage of that of the exact kernel matrix.
Experiments
In previous sections, we have independently tested the speedups of the dimension-wise partition, the sparseness of the approximate kernel matrix, the error bounds and the classification accuracies. In this section we test the combined performances of the dimension-wise partition and the approximate kernel methods in a single parallel implementation on a cluster of computers consisting of 65 nodes. We test these algorithms on the ovarian cancer, translation initiation site, and thrombin datasets. Figure 4 shows the improvement made by using the approximate kernel as compared to using the exact Gaussian kernel, for the thrombin dataset. Figure 4 demonstrates that on a cluster of size p = 65 nodes, a speedup of 45 folds has been achieved. From Figure 4 (b) we can see that the approximate kernel achieved nearly linear speedups when p is less than 32. Figure 4 also indicates that the approximate kernel has gained more speedup when the cluster size is large. This is also evident in Figure 4 (a), where for large p, the time used by the approximate kernel is reduced more compared with the situation when the number of nodes is small. This pattern of improvement is due to the effective reduction in communication time and has the potential to scale up to even larger clusters. Tests on other datasets (not shown) demonstrate similar speedups and patterns. Table 2 shows the improvement contributed by the approximate kernel method by displaying the average reductions of communication time and total computing time that the approximate kernel has gained over the exact Gaussian kernel. In Table 2 , γ comm and γ total are the average reduction in communication time and total classification time, respectively. They are defined as, 
Conclusion and Future Work
The computational performance for training an SVM depends on the efficiency of its kernel computation which can easily become intolerable on a single processor computer for large, high-dimensional data sets. We have proposed two methods for a high-performance parallel implementation of kernel computation. An effective parallel algorithm relies on a proper partition of the data and an efficient communication pattern in the computing system. Through analysis of the commonly used RBF kernel, we proposed the dimension-wise partition, which has a close to linear theoretical speedup and has achieved substantial speedups in real experiments. The dimension-wise partition alone has achieved a linear speedup for clusters of up to 16 nodes. When 65 nodes are available, this method achieved a speedup of 23 folds. While we demonstrated the dimension-wise partition only for the Gaussian RBF kernel in this paper, it is also applicable to other kernels, such as string kernels [16, 17] , where kernel inner products must be computed explicitly in the high dimensional feature space.
Speedup of the dimension-wise partition is limited because of the communication costs incurred when partial results are transferred to a coordinator node for combination. To overcome this barrier, we proposed an approximation method for RBF kernel functions that reduces a kernel matrix to a sparse matrix with a much smaller bandwidth requirement. We have proved that the approximated kernel matrix satisfies Mercer's positive definiteness criterion in the limit for any dataset, and using only a finite approximation for a fixed data set. Further, we showed that the error bound decreases exponentially with the number of rectangles used. In practical implementations, we have found that we can achieve very low fill factors (< 2%) while maintaining high classification accuracies and positive definiteness of the kernel matrix. Doing so has improved communication performance by 83.7% and overall parallel performance by 31% on average. With the approximation method and the dimensionwise partition, a linear speedup has been achieved when the cluster has fewer than 32 nodes. And with 65 nodes, a speedup of 45 folds has been observed.
The kernel approximation method will be more effective for even larger clusters, since communication overhead is more critical in larger systems and the approximate method can scale up well. For distributed computing environments connected through slow links, the approximation method is especially useful in reduction of communication cost. Since the approximation method makes the kernel matrix sparse, it can directly be used in circumstances where the space requirement is crucial.
We are currently working to refine our understanding of the RBF kernel approximation. Specifically, while we have a practical method for searching for the approximation parameters, N and τ , we would like an a priori method for designing these parameters for a fixed data set so as to minimize the fill factor while maintaining positive definiteness. Additionally, while the dimensionwise partition applies to a wide class of kernels, our kernel approximation method was developed specifically for the RBF kernel. We are developing similar approximation schemes for other classes of nonlinear kernels.
For an RBF kernel, the condition can be written as, For (A-7) to be true, we needk(ω) ≥ 0, ∀ω ∈ χ. Expressing positive definiteness through Fourier transform is related to Bochner's theorem [23] .
Appendix 3: Error bound in the distance domain. Since the distance between two vectors is nonnegative, we only consider the case when r ≥ 0. We first consider the sum of the error and then obtain the bound on the total absolute value. The error to approximate a kernel function k(r) with a series of N rectangles functionsk(r) is, 
where g = e τ 2 2σ 2 > 1. Consequently,
It is usually the case that se(N ) ≥ 0, then the absolute total error is bounded by,
In the worst case where N = 1 and τ → 0, the absolute total error is bounded by, sae(N ) ≤ π 2 σ.
